Abstract-This paper deals with the sensitivity analysis of models for the high consistency refining process in the pulp and paper industry. Several models reported in literature are considered, which are screened for their potential use in the design of controllers for refiners or in the optimization of refiner operation. For the two most promising models a sensitivity analysis is conducted which suggests that the temperature profile inside the refiner and the inlet consistency are the most important process variables. It is further suggested that both variables variables are utilized to control the refining process based on these models. Moreover, computer simulations with constant, linear increasing and parabolic temperature profiles are performed, which confirm the importance of the temperature profile for the entropy based model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Swedish pulp and paper industry has 12 percent share of the Swedish exports. Moreover, it also accounts for half of the energy consumption of the whole Swedish Industry [16] . Therefore, in order to stay competitive and minimize costs the energy efficiency of the whole paper production process needs to be continuously optimized. The whole manufacturing process splits in two distinct consecutive sections, the pulp mill and the paper machine where the pulp is used to produce the final paper product. The pulp mill itself consists of process steps for debarking, chipping, chemical or mechanical pulping, refining, chemical treatment and screening. During chemical pulping the wood chips from previous process steps are treated to dissolve ligning surrounding the fibers. Mechanical pulping avoids the cooking procedure and creates the pulp by mechanically breaking the wood in a thermo-mechanical pulp (TMP) refiner. Secondary refiners are comparable to refiners used in chemical pulping processes. The refining process involves a device similar to a centrifugal pump consisting of two discs -one rotating and one fixed -with bars and grooves to accomplish a grinding effect. Inside the gap between the two plates fibers are treated to reach desired properties for the final paper production (see Fig. 1 ) which accounts for approximately 30 percent of the total energy consumption. Huhtanen et. al addressed this by designing the refiner according to the theory of rotational pumps [4] . More options for cost reductions were evaluated in [14] . It was shown that both improvements in the energy efficiency and variations of quality parameters can yield large economic benefits. The latter also increases the reliability of the paper manufacturing process. Considering that around 35 percent of all control loops in pulp and paper factories are not sufficiently tuned [12] , control schemes which do not depend on manual tuning or require little user interaction could be a major contribution to the above goals. Karlström et. al proposed a model predictive controller for refiners used in thermo-mechanical pulp (TMP) processes [6] . However, an actual implementation requires a deeper understanding of models for the refining process. These provide already the relationships of a large number of model parameters and input variables involved in the refining process. The aim of this paper is to reveal which of those parameters or variables have a large impact on the behavior of the refiner. This causes large implications on the implementation of models. Firstly, model parameters with a high sensitivity need to be determined with high accuracy. Secondly, input variables which largely affect the process are good candidates for control inputs and are of great importance for the modeling of the refining process. Using a sensitivity analysis of the available models will yield indications on the impact of various parameters and variables. Thus, the contribution of this paper is to determine the most promising control variables for new control designs based on the analyzed models. The layout of the paper is as follows. The considered models comprising of two speed and consistency, one enthalpy and one entropy based models, are described in the next section.
Section III presents the large dependency of the output variables on the temperature in the refining zone. Thereafter the utilized models are further analyzed in a simulation study (Section IV). The paper closes with conclusion and an outlook on future work (Section V).
II. REVIEW AND SCREENING OF EXISTING MODELS
Many refiner models were developed throughout the years. Four of these which can be used to improve the understanding and energy consumption of the refining process are reviewed and screened for use in advanced control schemes. The first modeling approach is related to the average velocities inside refiners and was already proposed in 1979 [15] . It gives insights in the estimation of the viscosity which is an important flow parameter of the pulp. The second model introduces an approach to estimate the consistency profile inside the refiner with respect to the applied energy. Entropy generation during the refining process is the basis for the third model which gives very detailed information on the mass flows. The last modeling approach treats the refiner as a black box and relates the applied work to the outgoing steam flow rate.
A. Flow speed model
The Flow speed model, as presented in [15] , uses a simplistic model approach assuming that the grooves in the fixed and rotating refiner disc are facing each other. Under condition of laminar flows and no secondary flows the profile of the average velocities is determined. Model inputs are the dimensions of the flow channel a and b, the pressure gradient dp dr and the absolute viscosity μ. All model inputs, except the viscosity, can be measured directly with commercially available sensors [2] . Fox overcame this limitation by estimating the viscosity by curve fitting velocities which were measured by an optical sensor in an experimental refiner made of Plexiglas. As the setup of the flow speed model cannot be replicated on mill scale refining processes, the velocities cannot be obtained in the same way and thus, the model cannot be utilized for advanced control schemes.
B. Consistency model
The modeling approach for the consistency by [8] assumes that the latent heat of the steam L is independent of the pressure inside the refiner, i. e. constant. Moreover, the applied energy is considered to be uniformly distributed over the radius. This leads to an expression for the consistency profile:
where C(r) denotes the consistency as a function of radius, r 1 and r 2 the inner and outer radii of the refiner disc, L the latent heat of the steam and SE the specific energy applied to the pulp. This model was only validated in the special case when the feeding is breaking down due to a too high inlet consistency. However, it is also assumed to be applicable for other operating conditions. As the Consistency model relates the measurable inlet consistency C(r 1 ) with the commonly used control variable specific energy SE, it is considered suitable for further analysis.
C. Entropy model
The entropy model, as presented in [7] , is based on several assumptions:
• the temperature profile inside the refiner is known • the flow profile is laminar in rotational direction • the pulp is fluidized and following Stoke's theorem on viscosity • there exist a perfect mixing and adiabatic conditions due to the complex flows inside of the refiner • the steam and water inside the refiner can be treated as being in the saturated state • the generated entropy in an infinitesimal control volume can be determined by the expression for the viscous dissipation • inside the refining zone the water is bound to the fibers • the steam phase is driven by a pressure gradient and follows Darcy's law for porous flows.
• the hydraulic permeability is a function of the volume fraction of the pulp.
• the PDEs which are describing the refining from a macroscopic perspective can be simplified to steadystate spatially dependent differential equations.
The model uses a temperature profile T (r), input consistency C(r 1 ), applied energy SE, gap clearance b and pulp mass flow rateṁ P as inputs and generates the consistency C(r), energy consumption W (r) and phase mass flow profilė m i (r). Engberg showed in [1] that the model gives a good representation of reality. At first, the mass flow rates of the liquidṁ wo and fiber fractionṁ p are determined using the total mass flow rateṁ t and the inflow consistency C(r 1 ):
The total energy input to the refiner W toto can be determined from the definition of the specific energy SE by:
In order to derive the energy consumption over the radius the total viscosity μ is derived so that the total work over the entire plate equals the measured work applied to the refiner.
2 − r 4 1 ) Then, the total energy consumption between the inner radius and the discrete radii w toto can be calculated to be:
As the most important part of the whole model, the generated entropy in the different radial sections S gen results in:
Utilizing entropies determined from steam tables using the temperature profile and the previous equations, results in the mass flow rates for waterṁ wo and steamṁ so :
Thus, the consistency C(r) can be determined to be:
Within the cited paper [7] measurements and estimates of the consistency were presented and it is stated that were fitting well. As the entropy model gives large insights in the refining process and utilizes measurable variables, it is considered to be suitable for advanced control schemes and, thus, further analyzed.
D. Enthalpy model
The enthalpy model approach, as presented in [11] , includes a smaller amount of assumptions compared to the previous model: (i) the heat loss in the motor is proportional to the motor load; (ii) no condensation of back flowing steam on the incoming wood chips occurs; (iii) the refiner is a black box just considering input-output behavior. As the HC process in this study is already assuming pre-made pulp, some of the equations from [11] are adjusted appropriately. Another difference is that the current analysis does not include any flows of dilution water. Therefore the equations simplify further. Based on these assumptions the steam flow rate at the outlet of the refiner is determined. It should also be noted that the model does not account any work for the fibrillation of the fibers throughout the refining process. The model was validated with real mill data, as stated in [11] . Since the enthalpy model is using variables which are not measurable, e. g. the enthalpy of the steam, the model is not considered for further investigations within this paper. Based on the screening in this section the entropy and consistency modeling approach are found useful for improvements in the refiner control and, thus, analyzed more detailed for important process variables in the next section.
III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
It was decided to omit the speed model since it provides no insights in the energy consumption. The second model is directly related to the specific energy. Changes of consistency can be only caused by evaporation which is closely related to the thermodynamical work applied inside the refiner. Thus, the influence of the different model inputs and parameters on the consistency profile is further analyzed. Similarly, the equation for the mass flow rate of steam is selected from the entropy model because the creation of steam is causing an energy consumption which is not contributing to the change of the fiber properties. The fourth model is omitted because it regards the refiner as a black box and calculates the outflow mass rate of steam from the refiner. Therefore, the model might miss the largest potential of energy savings inside the refiner. As mentioned in the previous section, the entropy model requires values for the entropy and enthalpy. The values for the analysis within this study are taken from steam tables defined by the IAPWS IF-97 Standard [17] . The enthalpy equations from the cited standard require beside the temperature profile also the pressure profile. Moreover, precise enthalpy and entropy values are needed for the design of thermal turbomachines like turbines. This results in very complex equations in the cited standard. However, the high precision of the previous equations in this section is not required here. Thus, to perform a sensitivity analysis of (2) the equations for the entropy and enthalpy can be simplified by curve fitting. Fig. 2 shows the relative error of the fitting using the equations below:
Using this and the equations from Section II the partial differential functions for the mass flow rate of the steam can be determined, as given in (4) - (11) . The equations were evaluated numerically using the parameters from section IV for the case of a parabolic temperature
∂C(r) (10) normalized by the maximum value of the parameters, where temperature T (solid), pulp mass flow rateṁ P (loosely dotted), inflowing water mass flow rateṁwo(r 1 ) (dash dotdotted), angular velocity ω (loosely dash dotted), discrete radius dr (dotted), inlet consistency C(r 1 ) (dashed) and viscosity μ (dash dotted) profile. Results normalized by the maximum value ofṁ so and the respective parameter or variable are shown in Fig. 3 . Obviously the mass flow rate of the incoming waterṁ wo (r 1 ) is the most important variable which is very reasonable as there is no inflow of steam and thus, all steam must originate from the incoming water. However, as water is only added at the inlet area, the mass flow rate gives no information about the process inside the gap itself. It can also be clearly seen that the temperature T is the second most important variable. Unlike the mass flow rate of wateṙ m wo (r 1 ), it can be measured in different locations on the radius of the refiner. Thus, it is justified to consider the temperature as a key variable to describe the behavior inside of a refiner [3] . Unlike all other partial derivatives, the partial derivative with respect to the pulp flow rateṁ P shows a clear curvature with a saturation region towards the outer radius r 2 . This could arise from the fact that the fiber as sole solid fraction of the pulp affects the evaporation and condensation rates. As fourth least important partial differential the angular velocity of the rotor ω appears almost linear. The three least important contributions by the radial discretization (dr), inlet consistency (C) and viscosity (μ) seem to coincide with each other in an almost linear curve. Unlike the entropy model, the consistency model does not require any simplifications for further analysis. The resulting (12) - (16) normalized by the maximum value of the parameters, where inner radius r 1 (solid), outer radius r 2 (dash dotted), latent heat of steam L (loosely dotted), specific energy SE (dotted) and inlet consistency C(r 1 ) (dashed) partial derivatives are shown in (12) - (16) and plotted in Fig. 4 . The graphs were normalized in the same way as in the entropy model. It is obvious that the inflow consistency has the largest influence on the resulting consistency profile. Thus, it is important to measure the inflow consistency precisely to obtain a good estimation of the whole profile. The second and third most important parameters are the inner and outer disc radius. Their influence was found to be highly dependent on the radial position. It should be also noted that the influence of the energy related terms in the equation is the smallest. The results of this section will be evaluated further by a simulation study in the next section. 
IV. SIMULATION STUDY AND DISCUSSION
This section is divided into three parts. As shown in the previous section the temperature profile has a large influence on the output of the entropy model. Thus, the first subsection discusses the temperature profiles further. These are then applied in the simulation study in the second part. Followed by this the results are discussed in the last part.
A. Temperature profiles
As the temperature was identified in the last section as a important input variable, temperature profiles are discussed in the next subsection. The temperature profile inside a refiner is regarded as a function over the radius with a distinct maximum in between the inner radius r 1 and outer radius r 2 [7] . Here three kinds of temperature distributions are considered, constant, linear and with a clear curvature. The latter is assumed to follow a cubic spline interpolation of the radius with three vertices. First vertex is the inner radius and the starting temperature in accordance with the temperature profile. Second vertex is the peak temperature and with its position at radius 0.6 m. The choice of the position for the peak temperature was based on information from industrial partners. The third vertex is at the outer radius with the final temperature level. There exist several approaches to alter the shape of the parabolic profile. The position of the peak can be affected by adjusting the inlet pressure [13] . Moreover, the peak value itself can be influenced by modifications in the plate pattern or by introducing evacuated segments [5] or by changes in pulp mass flow rate or hydraulic closing pressure [9] .
B. Simulation study
The simulations in this study used different assumptions for the temperature profile inside the refiner, including a constant profile at a temperature of 100
• C, a linear rising profile between 65
• C and 100
• C and a parabolic one for the validation of the temperature influence (see Fig. 5 ). The specific heat of the fibers has been chosen to 0.4 kJ/kgK, a value that holds for pine wood [10] . All simulations assume a single disc refiner with an inner disc radius of 0.47 m and outer disc radius of 0.68 m. The inflow temperature and consistency are 65
• C and 32.43 %. It is known that the plate gap is reducing towards the outer radius, but for sake of simplicity, the plate distance has been assumed to be independent of the radius, i. e. b(r) ≡ B which giveṡ
Most energy is consumed in the periphery of the segment. The simulation is only performed over this narrow band. The plate gap b is set to 0.6 mm as initial value. The deviation measurement of the rotor position can be used as a variation around the initial value. Clearly, there can be both an offset and dynamics of the plate gap which remain unknown for the time being. For this paper the deviations are not considered. The specific energy is selected to be 1096 kJ/kg and the mass flow rate 1.94 kg/s.
Using all parameters and variables above Fig. 6 -Fig. 9 were generated. They will be discussed in the next subsection.
C. Discussion
Fig . 6 shows the mass flow rates for the case of a constant temperature. In this case while the water is flowing through the refiner, steam is created and flowing in the same direction as the pulp and water. However, in the case of a linear rising temperature the steam starts to flow backward (see Fig. 7 ). This could be caused by an increasing pressure resulting from increasing evaporation as the temperature is rising. Due to the conservation of mass the forward mass flow rate of the water also increases unlike the drop in the constant temperature case. In the case of the parabolic temperature profile, as shown in figure 8 , the distribution throughout the radius changes significantly. Unlike in the cases before the profile shows a clear curvature. This also fits to the result from section III where the temperature affects the output over the whole radius range. The consistency profile in the case of a constant temperature profile, as depicted in Fig. 9 , fits to the expectations. As more steam is created from the inner radius to the outer radius the consistency should increase. In case of linear rising temperatures (see Fig. 9 ) the modeling approach by Miles and May shows an increase of consistency as expected. However, the modeling approach by Eriksson shows a decrease in consistency due to back flowing steam. Finally, in the case of the parabolic temperature profile, as shown in Fig. 9 the profile generated by the consistency model shows a similar shape like in the case of a linear rising temperature. This is not surprising as the consistency is very weakly dependent on the temperature just by small variations in the latent heat of the steam. Unlike this, the temperature profile is clearly reflected in the resulting consistency. The parabolic shape indicates that there exists an equilibrium point from which the steam is flowing in forward and backward direction.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
An outline of currently available models for refiners in the pulp and paper industry was given. Based on this a screening of the models for being suitable in more model based control schemes was performed. It was found that the entropy and the consistency modeling approach are most promising for this purpose. The entropy model was further analyzed regarding its sensitivity with respect to its input variables where the mass flow rate of the inflowing water and the temperature profile inside the refiner were found to have the largest influence. This was also confirmed in the simulation study resulting in mass flow rates for water and steam and the consistency profiles. Thus, when considering the entropy model for a model predictive controller, it is well justified to use the temperature profile or the mass flow rate for water as control variable. For the consistency profile, it was shown that the modeling approach by Miles and May is completely insensitive to the temperature distribution. This is due to the assumption that the latent heat of the steam is considered to be independent of the pressure inside the refiner. Considering saturated steam inside the refiner, this also implies that the influence of the temperature is also neglected and is a clear weakness of the model. Thus, in this case for a control of the consistency profile the inlet consistency would be the most preferable choice. Further analysis could consider uncertainties and measurement errors in the input data. Based on the results of this paper a system identification for the most important variables will be performed in order to design and implement a model predictive controller. 
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